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When our family was standing at the finish 

line of the Boston Marathon that fateful 

day in April 2013, we had no idea how, in 

just one instant, our lives would be forever 

changed. But, with expertise of the medical 

heroes at the Brigham and an outpouring of 

kindness from family, friends, and strangers 

across the globe, we learned that hope 

can emerge from even the most horrific 

tragedy. Two years ago, we established the 

Gillian Reny Stepping Strong Fund and became passionate advocates for funding innovative trauma 

research, training world class clinicians, and transforming outcomes for trauma survivors. Today, 

we remain steadfastly committed to our mission and look forward to taking it to the next level with 

the opening of the new Stepping Strong Trauma Center. Words cannot fully express the depth of our 

gratitude for your generosity and partnership in making this possible. 

—AudRey epStein Reny And Steven Reny
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Dear friends,

Two years ago, the Reny and Epstein families established the Gillian Reny 
Stepping Strong Fund at Brigham and Women’s Hospital to thank the 
medical heroes who saved their daughter Gillian’s life and limbs in the 
aftermath of the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing tragedy. Thanks to their 
visionary leadership, and to extraordinary support from donors like you, the 
Stepping Strong Fund is fueling significant progress in trauma research and 
care. Over the past year, the fund allowed us to welcome our first Stepping 

Strong Plastic Surgery Trauma Fellow and the Stepping Strong Research Scholars team published 
numerous papers on optimizing bone growth and advancing wound healing. Through the Stepping 
Strong Innovator Awards, we engaged more than 5,000 voters from around the world and awarded 
$100,000 grants to four researchers whose groundbreaking projects are transforming treatment and 
care for trauma survivors. 

This is only the beginning.

Building on the incredible growth and momentum of the fund, now is the time to expand the program 
from a virtual catalyst for change into a physical hub, anchoring a sustainable network—an effort that 
will take trauma research and care to the next level. Dedicated to collaborative research endeavors 
in trauma, limb salvage, and tissue regeneration, the new Stepping Strong Trauma Center will fill a 
critical need and position BWH as the international leader in trauma care. 

This progress simply wouldn’t be possible without your support. As you read our second annual report 
about the work made possible by the Stepping Strong Fund, I hope you share my pride in being part 
of an initiative that is inspiring hope, changing outcomes for trauma survivors, and saving lives. 

My heartfelt thanks for your continued support.

With gratitude, 

Elizabeth G. Nabel, M.D.



In 2014, the Reny family established the Gillian Reny Stepping Strong Fund at 
Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH) to honor the multidisciplinary care team 
that ultimately saved their daughter’s life and limbs following the Boston Marathon 
bombings. Today, as Gillian continues down her long road to recovery, she is 
resuming physical activities and taking on new challenges that seemed implausible 
in the aftermath of her injuries. As Gillian continues to make strides, so, too, does 
the fund, extending its base and attracting worldwide attention and support. To 

date, the Stepping Strong Fund has raised an astounding $6.7 million and counting. 

This support is greatly needed: Despite the staggering statistics in the chart on page 3, trauma research 
remains underfunded. 

The past year alone has seen many remarkable accomplishments. The Stepping Strong Innovator 
Awards program awarded four $100,000 grants to four physician-scientist research teams, each pursuing 
promising, groundbreaking projects that will advance treatment and care for trauma survivors. A 
team of Stepping Strong Research Scholars published breakthrough findings in two medical journals 
on bone healing. We welcomed our first Stepping Strong Plastic Surgery Trauma Fellow, Eugene 
Fukudome, MD, who is learning the newest techniques in reconstruction from a multidisciplinary team of 
physician educators. And, in January 2016, Mitchel B. Harris, MD, was honored as the Stepping Strong 
Distinguished Chair in Orthopedic Surgery.

This is only the beginning. We have ambitious goals to expand the Stepping Strong programs and are 
excited to announce the establishment of the new Stepping Strong Trauma Center at BWH, which is 
dedicated to innovative, multidisciplinary research endeavors in all aspects of trauma (see page 18 to 
learn more).

The establishment of a world-class center is also a powerful testament to what the Stepping Strong 
Innovator Awards Council (see page 4), medical leaders, and all of our supporters have accomplished 
in just two years. We simply could not achieve these results and gain this momentum without your help. 
Thank you for joining us as we turn tragedy into hope.

“Traumatic injury accounts for 47 percent of deaths among civilians 46 years of age or younger. 
Eighty-two percent of soldiers return from battle with at least one extremity wound. These are 
devastating statistics that must be addressed through a multidisciplinary effort. The Stepping 
Strong Fund presents a unique opportunity to bring together the best and brightest experts at 
BWH with a shared goal of transforming outcomes for civilians and military personnel alike.” 

—Mitchel B. hARRiS, Md, Stepping StRong diStinguiShed chAiR in oRthopedic SuRgeRy
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An InspIred solutIon These numbers are overwhelming. And the personal 

stories behind the numbers are powerful reminders of what is at stake. The Stepping Strong Fund 

aims to turn tragedy into hope for all trauma survivors, whether they are soldiers injured in combat, 

teenagers harmed in a car accident, athletes hurt on the playing field, or cancer patients in need of 

reconstructive limb surgery. By collaborating across medical disciplines, pursuing innovative research, 

advancing medical education, and elevating clinical care, we aim to provide medical professionals 

with the tools and knowledge they need to deliver the best possible outcomes for those who have 

experienced the devastation of traumatic injury.

 u.s. trAuMA by the nuMbers 

192K 
30%

50K
$585b
47%

41M

people died from traumatic injuries in 2014 alone. 

of all lives lost are attributed to traumatic injury. To give 
that some perspective, cancer accounts for 16% of lives 
lost and heart disease accounts for 12% of lives lost. 

of all deaths for people ages 1 to 46 are caused by
trauma. Trauma ranks as the third leading cause of
death overall for people across all age groups.

military personnel have been wounded in action 
since 9/11.

is spent per year on healthcare costs and lost 
productivity due to trauma.

3

emergency room visits and 2.3M hospital admissions
per year are attributed to trauma.

Sources: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Federation of American Scientists
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Jeffrey and Sarah Beir

Matthew J. Carty, MD

Francis Claro

Tim and Deb Diggins

George S. Dyer, MD

Sandra Edgerley

Michael and Barbara Eisenson

David and Betsy Epstein

Esta Gordon Epstein and Robert Epstein

Elof Eriksson, MD

David and Nina Fialkow

Margaret Flanagan

Jane Reny Frank

Mitchel Harris, MD

James Kang, MD

Jennifer Epstein and Bill Keravuori

Jeffrey Karp, PhD

Michael Krupka and Ann Kubik, MD

Heidi Lehner

Robert and Carroll Pierce

Audrey Epstein Reny and Steven Reny

Danielle Reny 

Gillian Reny 

Ali Salim, MD

Indranil Sinha, MD

Elinor Svenson

Thomas Thornhill, MD

Ron Walls, MD

Patricia Winton

Michael Zinner, MD

STeppinG STRonG innovaToR awaRdS CounCil

“The Stepping Strong Fund provides an amazing opportunity to help people 
suffering from traumatic injuries. In the two years we’ve been involved, we’ve 
seen it grow remarkably quickly to become an integral part of the Brigham. It’s 
humbling to be part of the Stepping Strong Innovator Awards Council along 
with so many experts from different medical disciplines. We’re very privileged 
to be part of this incredible initiative.”—BARBARA And MichAel eiSenSon

Sincere thanks to the Stepping Strong Innovator Awards Council members for their support and 
guidance as, together, we help trauma survivors.
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A MessAge froM gilliAn reny

I am so excited about the amazing changes that have taken place over the past two years—both in my 
life and in the success of the Stepping Strong Fund. Slowly but surely, we are both moving forward: In 
2015, I had the opportunity to spend my fall semester studying abroad in Cape Town, South Africa. This 
had been a dream of mine since high school, but something that seemed far out of reach after the
events of April 2013. I was thrilled to get the all-clear from my unbelievable team of physicians at the 
Brigham to embark on this once-in-a-lifetime adventure. Along with studying and making friends, I was 
able to participate in some incredible experiences. I tried surfing, hiked mountains, and even went 
bungee jumping off the highest bridge in the world. (My mom made sure I had Dr. Harris’s approval 
first!) These are fun rites of passage for any college student, but they were even more meaningful for me 
because they were activities I did not think I would ever experience following my injury. Thanks to the 
care I received at the Brigham, I was able to focus more on exploring a new country and less on how my 
injuries might hold me back.

Back at home, I pedalled in the Stepping Strong Cyc fundraiser and cheered on our Stepping Strong 
running teams. I am elated by the vision for the new Stepping Strong Trauma Center, which really 
captures the essence of what my family and I had hoped for from the start of this journey. It means so 
much to have new and continued support from the many friends, volunteers, and donors who have 
partnered with us every step of the way.

Thank you from the bottom of my heart.
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tAKIng trAuMA reseArch to the next level
To advance our understanding of all aspects of trauma healing, a multidisciplinary approach is critical. 
For this reason, the Stepping Strong Fund supports three initiatives focused on research, education, 
and clinical care, aimed at catalyzing innovative investigations. The Stepping Strong Innovator Awards 
champion groundbreaking projects in a variety of areas related to trauma healing. The goal of the 
Stepping Strong Plastic Surgery Trauma Fellowship is to train the next generation of trauma surgeons 
in treating acute and complex traumatic injury. And the Stepping Strong Research Scholars program 
supports the endeavors of investigators who are studying skin regeneration, wound healing, and the 
role of stem cells in bone regeneration. We are pleased to report that our researchers and clinicians are 
making significant strides in all three of these areas.

scIence And surprIses: 2015 steppIng strong InnovAtor AwArds
Pioneering advances in science and medicine do not occur in a vacuum—they 
depend on collaboration, inspiration, and out-of-the-box thinking. To spark such 
innovation, the Stepping Strong Innovator Awards recognize investigators through 
a competitive request-for-proposal process. These $100,000 grants fund high-
reward projects developed by the best trauma care physicians and researchers at 
BWH and collaborating institutions.

On October 7, 2015, after a rigorous four-month process that drew more than 
5,000 votes from all 50 states and 74 countries, bohdan pomahac, Md, was 
declared the winner of the first of four 2015 Stepping Strong Innovator Awards. 
His project, “From Battlefield to Bedside: A Portable Device for Rescuing 
Limbs,” involves a portable machine that may be able to keep detached 

limbs—arms, legs, hands, and feet—alive for at least 12 hours, and perhaps up to 48 hours. 
This significantly improves the current survival time of four to six hours. The award will allow the team 
to determine exactly how long limbs can survive with this new technology. Pomahac’s award was made 
possible by a generous donation from Elinor Svenson.

THE STEPPING STRONG

INNOVATOR 
               AWARDS

Meet the

Finalists

09.21.2015
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After Pomahac expressed his gratitude, BWH President Betsy Nabel, MD, made a surprise special 
announcement that the other 2015 competition finalists—Omid Farokhzad, MD, of the Department 
of Anesthesiology, and Su-Ryon Shin, PhD, of the Department of Medicine—would also be awarded 
$100,000 each from her President’s Fund to pursue their groundbreaking projects, signaling her strong 
commitment to pursuing excellence in the trauma arena.

Farokhzad’s project, Healing Bones with Nanodrones: 
The Next Frontier in Orthopedic Surgery, aims to 
address the problem of bacterial infections and lack of 
new bone growth in patients who undergo orthopedic 
trauma surgery. He and his team are developing very 
small biodegradable robots called nanomedicines that 
can deliver antibiotics and other drugs to promote bone 
growth and wound healing in a much more efficient 
way. These nanorobots can stick to a biodegradable 
moldable material that is placed in the bone defect to 
target bacteria and deliver drugs to kill them, and to 
also deliver drugs that will help the bone heal faster and 
better.

Shin’s project, Using 3-D Bioprinting to Heal Muscle 
Trauma, addresses the muscle damage and loss 

common in survivors of trauma-related injuries by using specially engineered 3-D muscle tissue that 
contains blood vessels and mimics living cells. This tissue, created through a process called bioprinting, 
holds great promise as an alternative therapy because of its ability to re-establish the structure and 
function of the injured muscle tissue without potentially harmful surgeries or costly transplants.

“I’m so honored to fund a Stepping Strong Innovator Award. These awards recognize medical 
heroes who are turning their brilliant ideas for addressing trauma into reality. The fund gives 
researchers with talent, passion, and dedication the opportunity to transform possibility into real 
approaches that will change trauma patients’ lives for the better.”

—elinoR SvenSon, Stepping StRong innovAtoR AwARdS council
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Left: Elinor Svenson, Bohdan Pomahac, MD, winner of the 2015 Stepping Strong Innovator Award, Audrey Epstein Reny,
Steven Reny, and Betsy Nabel, MD; Right: Betsy Nabel, MD, making her surprise announcement.

Su-Ryon Shin, PhD, Bohdan Pomahac, MD, and Omid 
Farokhzad, MD



A few weeks later, in a closed-door voting session held November 5, Edward J. Caterson, MD, PhD, 
was awarded the final $100,000 grant of the 2015 Stepping Strong Innovator Awards series. Titled 
Healing Injuries in the Traumatic Extremities, Caterson’s hypothesis is that a clear, thermoplastic gel, 
which becomes solid when warmed to body temperature, can be used to encase open traumatic 
wounds and deliver topical antibiotics to trauma patients, thus preventing cross-contamination of 
infected wounds. Caterson was one of three Stepping Strong Innovator Awards finalists along with 
researchers Reza Abdi, MD, and Ali Khademhosseini, MD, PhD.

“The gel is a safe material that will isolate the traumatic wound from a microbiologic perspective, but 
still allow for direct care and observation of the site,” says Caterson. “We are incredibly grateful to Guy 
and Betty Reny for funding this award, which will allow us to initiate this exciting research.”

“As a dad, I was stunned to learn the extent to which young people are at risk of traumatic 
injuries, whether as a result of a car accident, a devastating act of violence, or through combat 
injury. We must fund research and care programs that will enable trauma patients to have the 
best possible outcomes, and Stepping Strong is taking the lead to ensure this happens.”

—FRAnciS clARo, Stepping StRong innovAtoR AwARdS council
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Top left: Matthew J. Carty, MD, David and Betsy Epstein, Jennifer Epstein, William Keravuori, Rich Levitan; Top right: Ali 
Khademhosseini, MD, PhD, Nasim Annabi, PhD, and Reza Abdi, MD, look on as Edward J. Caterson, MD, PhD, is announced 
winner of a 2015 Stepping Strong Innovator Award; Bottom left: Caroll Pierce, Francis Claro, and George Dyer, MD; Bottom 
right: Edward J. Caterson, MD, PhD, with benefactors Guy and Betty Reny.
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edward J. caterson, Md, phd, is a plastic surgeon at BWH and an 
instructor at Harvard Medical School (HMS). He was the first graduate of 
the National Institutes of Health’s first formal PhD program in the country 
for Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine. His clinical interests are 
craniofacial surgery, craniofacial trauma, advanced cutaneous malignancy, and 
complementing BWH’s composite tissue transplantation research efforts with 
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine initiatives.

omid Farokhzad, Md, is a physician-scientist in the Department of 
Anesthesiology at BWH and an associate professor at HMS. He directs the 
Laboratory of Nanomedicine and Biomaterials at BWH. He is a faculty member 
of the Brigham Research Institute Cancer Research Center and a member of the 
Dana-Farber/Harvard Cancer Center Programs in prostate cancer and cancer 
cell biology. Farokhzad’s research is focused on the development of therapeutic 
nanoparticle technologies; most notably, he pioneered the high-throughput 
combinatorial development and screening of multifunctional nanoparticles for 
medical applications. 

bohdan pomahac, Md, has led the BWH Burn Center as medical director 
while also performing a broad range of plastic surgery and microsurgery 
procedures. He established the Plastic Surgery Transplantation Program 
at BWH, one of the world’s leading centers in face and vascularized 
composite tissue allotransplantation (VCA). As a pioneer in the field of VCA 
transplantation, Pomahac led the teams that performed the second partial 
face transplant and the first three full-face transplant procedures in the U.S. His 
research team is currently working on implementation of immunosuppression 
minimization strategies in clinical trials, development of technology to extend 
the viability of tissues, and other research topics related to VCA transplantation 
and plastic surgery. 

su-ryon shin, phd, is a researcher at BWH, an instructor at HMS, and is 
affiliated with the Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering and 
the Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology. Her research 
focuses on developing microscale and nanoscale technologies to control and 
monitor cellular behavior, with particular emphasis in developing micro-scale 
biomaterials and engineering systems for biomedical applications. Her recent 
work focuses on multifunctional cardiac scaffolds and 3-D biohybrid actuators 
using biocompatible hydrogel for both therapeutic purposes and in vitro studies.
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steppIng strong plAstIc surgery trAuMA FellowshIp

To ensure trauma research and care continue to evolve, it is crucial we train the next generation of 
experts in this field. The Stepping Strong Trauma Fellowship, the first of its kind in the nation, aims to 
train young trauma surgeons in advancing techniques for treating acute and complex traumatic injury. 
Every year, the Stepping Strong Fund supports one such fellow, under the co-direction of
Eric Halvorson, MD, and Christian Sampson, MD. 

In July 2015, we welcomed Eugene Y. Fukudome, MD, as our inaugural fellow. Fukudome is working 
side by side with BWH’s renowned plastic surgeons, learning and applying techniques for limb salvage, 
reconstruction, craniofacial restoration, and other complex procedures. As a former resident in Harvard 
Medical School’s combined plastic surgery program, Fukudome was very familiar with both the 
impact of the Boston Marathon bombings and the creation of the Stepping Strong Fund, making the 
fellowship a natural next step for him.

“BWH is home to many of the world’s leading plastic surgeons with years of experience in the field,” 
he said. “Reconstructive surgery is not like a standard operation—it is very individualized and requires 
flexibility and creativity. That’s why it is so valuable to get hands-on experience and input from these 
mentors. I am very grateful for the unique opportunity that I had during the inaugural year of the 
fellowship and know that this experience will inform the trajectory of my future career.”

Fukudome’s impact will not be limited to his time in the fellowship program. Once his training at BWH 
is complete, he will take with him the exceptional patient experience he has gained here. In doing 
so, he will spread his skills and knowledge to other clinicians, furthering the influence of the Stepping 
Strong Fund throughout the field and strengthening the growing network of trauma care specialists 
with connections to the Stepping Strong effort.

“We are grateful to the Reny family for supporting the Stepping Strong Plastic Surgery Trauma 
Fellowship. This unique educational program will advance trauma care wherever fellows may 
practice, expanding the footprint of the fund’s educational efforts.” —eRic hAlvoRSon, Md
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Left: Christian Sampson, MD, Audrey Epstein Reny, Steven Reny, and Eric Halvorson, MD; Right: Su-Ryon Shin, PhD,
Indranil Sinha, MD, Elof Eriksson, MD, PhD, and Suellen Perold.



steppIng strong reseArch scholArs
Two multidisciplinary teams of scholars continue to push 
the boundaries of transformative trauma-related research 
care. Julie Glowacki, PhD, and Mitchel B. Harris, MD, are 
exploring the use of stem cells to advance bone regeneration, 
with the goal of gaining a deeper understanding of the 
effects of age, hormone deficiency, and vitamin D deficiency 
on bone-forming cells. Dennis Orgill, MD, PhD, and Laura 
Bayer, PA-C, are working to develop better methods to 
regenerate skin and heal wounds.

This past year has seen several advances by Glowacki and her 
team. One recent study, published in the Journal of Steroid 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, examined ways to optimize 
bone growth using discarded human marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). Having the 
opportunity to study human cells that otherwise would be discarded gives Glowacki’s team a powerful 
tool for optimizing bone repair and regeneration following injury. The Stepping Strong Fund also 
supported a study by Glowacki and her colleague Shuanhu Zhou, PhD, that identifies new targets for 
optimizing skeletal health, holding promise for those with traumatic injuries.

Similarly, Orgill’s team made impressive headway last year, publishing more than 20 papers on wound 
healing, reconstruction, and other related subjects. One study looked at commonly available skin 
substitutes used in wound healing and found that semisynthetic dermal scaffolds and allogenic cell 
constructs are currently the best-studied options. Orgill has also begun collaborating with Stepping Strong 
Innovator Awards finalist Reza Abdi, MD, of the Harvard Stem Cell Institute to develop better skin wound 
healing constructs. We look forward to updating you next year on the scholars’ continued progress.

“A unique Boston Strong spirit emerged in the wake of the tragedy in 2013, and the Stepping 
Strong Fund is keeping that alive by advancing cutting-edge trauma research. I am proud to be 
involved in an initiative that’s transforming tragedy into possibility.”

—tRiciA winton, Stepping StRong innovAtoR AwARdS council
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Discarded cells like those in the specimen above 
show how cells remember information such as 
gender, age, and diagnoses, at the time of surgery.

eugene y. Fukudome, Md, grew up in Tokyo, and moved to the 
United States to attend college and medical school at Brown University in 
Providence, Rhode Island. He completed his general surgery training at 
Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) including two years of laboratory 
research, working with the trauma division at MGH, before ultimately deciding 
to pursue a career in plastic surgery. After graduating from the Harvard 
Combined Plastic Surgery Residency Program in June of 2015, he began 
the BWH Stepping Strong Plastic Surgery Trauma Fellowship. He continues 
to enjoy the unique and diverse challenges of plastic surgery, and is looking 
forward to developing a general plastic and reconstructive surgery practice.



It was a productive and eventful year, with many notable highlights along the way. Whether we were 
cheering on our Stepping Strong teams, casting our vote for innovative research projects, or planning 
fundraisers, we’ve been busy keeping the Stepping Strong Fund at the forefront of trauma research 
and care. Here’s just a sampling of the wonderful work being done thanks to your support.
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$6.7M
raised to date

$470K
raised by the

Stepping Strong
Marathon Team

“The Stepping Strong Fund has energized us to raise awareness for trauma research. Two of our 
children ran the Boston Marathon and the rest of us participated in the B.A.A. 5K race. We’re 
delighted to be part of the continuing effort to improve care for people with trauma injuries.”

—SARAh And jeFFRey BeiR, Stepping StRong innovAtoR AwARdS council

2015 hIghlIghts



Innovator Awards

5,000
voters

50
states
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$46K
raised by the

B.A.A. 5K Team

$17K
raised by the

New Balance Falmouth 
Road Race Team 74

countries



coMMunIcAtIng our IMpAct: steppIng strong In the MedIA
Creating awareness for the devastating impact of trauma and the need for funding advances remains at 
the forefront of the Stepping Strong media strategy. In 2015, the Stepping Strong Fund captured the 
imagination of local and national media, celebrities, and thousands of individuals worldwide. This year 
also marked the launch of a vibrant Stepping Strong Facebook page which, after only three months, 
already has more than 1,500 followers.
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“The mark [of the Boston Marathon tragedy] is indelible in our city’s history, but so is the 
resolve that has emerged from its survivors. Some are Boston natives, others are lifelong 
distance marathoners. One is a resilient 20-year-old from a runner’s family who just may 
dance again someday.” —jAckie MAcMullen, eSpn SenioR wRiteR



MovIng ForwArd: our runnIng teAMs

Every athlete runs for different reasons, whether it is to beat their best time, check an item off their 
bucket list, or raise money and awareness for a particular cause. For members of the 2015 Stepping 
Strong Marathon Team, the goals were both personal and public but all were united in their quest to run 
26.2 miles on behalf of trauma innovation. Running down Boylston Street and returning to the site of the 
2013 Boston Marathon bombings continues to serve as a powerful message of how we as a community 
are triumphing over tragedy. Runners also joined the Stepping Strong B.A.A. 5K and our first New 
Balance Falmouth Road Race teams to further our mission. By running on behalf of Stepping Strong, our 
athletes in these three races raised a combined total of more than $530,000.

Thanks to the support of the Boston Athletic Association and BWH, another extraordinary group of 
runners will form the 2016 Stepping Strong Marathon Team. Two years ago we began running with a 
small group of friends and family, and now the team has grown to include 48 runners from across the 
country and globe. These runners were selected from an amazing pool of applicants and each one has 
an inspiring story about why they are committed to the Stepping Strong mission. We are grateful to all of 
them for their dedication to training, running, and fundraising for trauma survivors.

“Running the Boston Marathon wearing the Stepping Strong singlet was a life-changing 
experience. The team camaraderie, the endless support on weekend runs, the weekly messages 
from the Brigham, and constant gratitude from the Renys put everything into perspective. Have 
your ‘perspective’ moment. Change lives, including your own, and run for Stepping Strong.”

—tynAn FRiend, 2015 Stepping StRong MARAthon teAM
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Front row: Hannah Beir, Carroll Pierce, Steven Reny, Audrey Epstein Reny, Kim Aeschliman, Anne Tucci, Sarah Jane Maxted, and Kirkham Wood, MD; Back 
row: Will Frank, Leeds Pierce, Lauren Essex Sherman, Corrine Milbury, Katey Mirch, Danielle Reny, Kyle Larrow, Craig Costa, Sandra Argote, Karen Kiepert, Olivia 
Tomeo, Maura Donnelly, Tracey Finch Grossman, Meaghan Williams, and Andrew Beir; Not pictured: McKenna Buchanan, Alex Denton, Lissie Fishman, Tynan 
Friend, Howard Goldenberg, Jacquie Gordon, Nicole Jensen, Greta Meszoely, Stephen Goodwin Porter, Jon Rounds, and John Stoller.



In March, Stepping Strong received 
$5K from a 50-50 raffle at a Boston 
Celtics game with the help of 
the Boston Celtics Shamrock 
Foundation. 

The sixth grade class at 
Spofford Pond raised $838 
through fundraising activities 
in March.

In January, Betsy Nabel, MD, 
announced the establishment of the 
Stepping Strong Trauma Center, and 
Mitchel  B. Harris, MD, was declared the 
inaugural Stepping Strong Distinguished 
Chair in Orthopedic Surgery.

In october, an international contest 
drew votes from 50 states and 74 
countries, and Bohdan Pomahac, 
MD, was declared the winner of a 
$100K prize.

steppIng strong: A yeAr At A glAnce
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 Celebrity Chef Dinner to Benefit Stepping Strong Fund

Don’t miss this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to host an exciting dinner featuring six of 

Boston’s top celebrity chefs. Each chef will cook a delectable course for up to 20 people 

at Stella Restaurant in Boston’s South End or in your home.

Proceeds from the auction will benefit the Gillian Reny Stepping Strong Fund at

Brigham and Women’s Hospital. Established by survivors of the 2013 Marathon 

bombings, the fund is dedicated to helping future patients with traumatic, athletic, 

military, and disease-related limb injuries regain their strength and step strong once 

again. For more information see BWHsteppingstrong.org.

The chefs include:

•	Evan Deluty | Stella Restaurant

•	Dante de Magistris | Restaurant dante

•	Marc Orfaly | The Beehive

•	David Daniels | Met Restaurant Group

•	Jay Silva | Kimpton Hotels and Restaurants

•	Andy Husbands | Tremont 647

The dinner will be scheduled at a mutually

agreeable time. Gratuity and beverages are

not included.

Bid at bwhgiving.org/ssfauction

Dates: May 8–May 21 

Buy now: $25,000

Opening bid: $5,000

Marc Orfaly is one of six 

celebrity chefs participating in 

the Stepping Strong auction, to 

benefit the Gillian Reny Stepping 

Strong Fund at Brigham and 

Women’s Hospital.

Students at Buckingham, 
Browne and Nichols raised $340  
in February during a lower 
school book bonanza.

An online auction in May 
raised $10K for a lucky winner 
thanks to a special effort by The 
Beehive Restaurant and Chef 
Marc Orfaly.

On Marathon Monday, 
The Beehive Restaurant 
donated 100 percent of 
its proceeds to the fund.

Corrine Milbury and 
Meaghan Williams were 
among 33 Stepping Strong 
Marathon team runners 
who raised an extraordinary 
$470K on April 20.

In November, 25 cycling 
enthusiasts, including two of 
Gillian’s doctors and one ER 
nurse, raised nearly $3,500 to 
advance trauma research and 
care at Cyc Boston spin class.
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In April, songwriter Carol 
Hamblet Adams donated 100 
percent of proceeds from her 
CD, “Boston Strong, Boston 
Proud,” to Stepping Strong.

The Renys congratulated 
Marcy Kaiser, the top 
Stepping Strong B.A.A. 5K 
fundraiser, at an after-party at 
Rattlesnake Bar and Grille on 
April 18.

In August, 30 Stepping Strong 
runners braved the heat and 
crossed the finish line at the 43rd 
annual New Balance Falmouth 
Road Race, raising $17K.

In July, the Boston Business 
Journal honored Audrey 
Epstein Reny as one of its 
Healthcare Heroes in the 
volunteer category.

In January, the American Academy 
of Medical Colleges awarded the 
Stepping Strong Fund an Award 
of Excellence in the Development 
Communications category.

steppIng strong: A yeAr At A glAnce
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More than 80 donors and 
medical leaders attended the 
Stepping Strong Innovator 
Awards Meet the Finalists 
event in september.

Winners of the 2014 Stepping 
Strong Innovator Awards, 
including Matthew J. Carty, MD, 
provided research updates at the 
Stepping Strong Grand Rounds 
in January.

Marathon Sports held a 
Stepping Strong raffle on 
One Boston Day in April, 
raising more than $2K.

In February, Carol Sharp and 
Tricia Winton organized the 
second annual SoulCycle event, 
raising $10K.



expAndIng our vIsIon: the steppIng strong trAuMA center

On January 7, 2016, clinicians, researchers, and supporters gathered for a meeting of the Stepping Strong 
Innovator Awards Council. But the awards were not the only topic of conversation. After BWH President 
Betsy Nabel, MD, welcomed council members, she made a special announcement about the creation of a 
new Stepping Strong Trauma Center. 

“Given all that the fund has accomplished, the time is right to expand the program from a virtual catalyst 
for change into a physical hub, anchoring a sustainable network and extending well beyond Boston—an 
expansion that will bring us to the next level and position the Brigham as the national leader in trauma 
research and care,” she said. 

Nabel noted that, until the establishment of the Gillian Reny Stepping Strong Fund, trauma was largely 
under-recognized by the philanthropic community, and remains one of most underfunded and under-
represented medical disciplines. The Stepping Strong Trauma Center is poised to change all that. Its 
location alone signifies the importance hospital leaders have placed on this area of research. 

The center will reside on the fifth floor of the new Brigham Building for the Future, which will open in 
September 2016. The building will be one of the most technologically sophisticated research and patient 
care facilities in the country, with the ability to seamlessly integrate patient care with basic, translational, 
and clinical research programs. There, the Stepping Strong Trauma Center will function as a think tank, with 
laboratories, conference rooms, research bays, and suites, all encouraging enhanced collaborations that 
reach across medical disciplines and departments. 

After Nabel’s presentation, James D. Kang, MD, the recently appointed chair of BWH’s Department of 
Orthopedic Surgery, announced the center’s first director, Mitchel B. Harris, MD. As one of the experts 
who was instrumental in caring for Gillian and others following the Boston Marathon bombings, Harris—the 
current chief of orthopedic trauma at BWH, a Stepping Strong Scholar, and the inaugural Stepping Strong 
Distinguished Chair in Orthopedic Surgery—is uniquely qualified for this role. 

The Brigham Building for the Future, pictured here, will be home to trauma researchers and clinicians from across many disciplines 
with a shared vision for collaboration, acceleration, and translation of laboratory discoveries into novel treatments for patients.
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“I am very flattered by this exciting opportunity,” Harris said. “Many of us are already actively pursuing 
research in the area of trauma but are not well connected to others working on similar projects. The new 
center will help us break out of those silos and synergize our efforts so that we are all stepping in line 
together.” 

Although the Stepping Strong Fund was born from the aftermath of the Boston Marathon bombings, 
traumatic injuries affect a wide variety of patients, from those who have experienced trauma due to 
accidents, infections, and many other causes, including cancer, to those in the military. The center will 
join researchers and clinicians from disciplines such as plastic surgery, general surgery, vascular medicine, 
emergency medicine, radiology, tissue engineering, and more in working side by side on trauma-related 
projects. A co-director from one of these important disciplines will also be appointed to work with Harris.

We envision these collaborations taking place in formal and informal settings: formally, through the 
Stepping Strong Grand Rounds and Stepping Strong Innovator Awards programs, and informally, on a 
day-to-day basis, as brilliant minds work together to expand the boundaries of trauma research. Beginning 
with basic scientists determined to uncover the roots of bone and muscle growth to clinicians devoted to 
developing advanced therapies for traumatic wound treatment, and laboratories dedicated to advancing 
techniques in bioengineering, limb salvage, and tissue regeneration, the center will fill a critical gap in 
trauma funding and research.
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“We already are in the process of recruiting new scientists who are doing basic research in 
muscle biology and regeneration and who can help us understand the underpinnings of muscle 
trauma, a recurring deficit in traumatic injury.” —jAMeS d. kAng, Md, chAiR, depARtMent oF 

oRthopedic SuRgeRy 

Left: The Stepping Strong Trauma Center will be equipped with state-of-the-art research labs; Right: George Dyer, MD,
James D. Kang, MD, and Mitchel B. Harris, MD.



Mitchel b. harris, Md, is chief of orthopedic trauma at BWH and the 
incumbent Stepping Strong Distinguished Chair of Orthopedic Trauma. The 
recipient of the 2015 Hippocrates Society Humanitarian Award, Harris is
responsible for organizing the clinical and administrative structure of
the orthopedic trauma service at BWH as well as coordinating orthopedic
trauma services with Massachusetts General Hospital and Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center under the umbrella of Harvard Orthopedic
Trauma Services. Harris is a professor of orthopedic surgery at HMS. He 
completed his medical degree at the University of Illinois-Chicago and his 
orthopedic residency at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center. He received 
teacher of the year awards at Louisiana State University (2000), Wake Forest 
(2003), and Harvard’s Combined Orthopedic Residency Program (2004).
Harris is the founding co-director of the BWH–Harvard Business School’s 
Mid-Career Physician Leadership Program. He has been on the leadership 
committee of the Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons and has been directly 
involved with the development of a leadership program for the North 
American Spine Society. 

To stress the importance of our commitment to injured military personnel, plans are underway to pursue 
large-scale programmatic support for the Stepping Strong Trauma Center from the Department of Defense 
(DoD), the federal agency whose funding priorities most closely match the center’s focus and mission. Over 
the years, the DoD has generously supported research related to trauma—precisely the type of research 
supported by the center. Building on BWH’s strong track record in trauma care and restorative medicine, 
we will leverage Stepping Strong’s considerable achievements to seek DoD funding on the order of $20 
milllion to $30 million. 

“Our overarching goal for the center is to bring together individual scientists and clinicians with a common 
interest in trauma to help streamline research,” said Harris. “By uniting everyone under one roof, we hope 
to encourage deep collaborations and ultimately obtain bigger grants that will fund ongoing research in 
this important field.”

He concluded, “Our final mission is to transform the future of trauma research and clinical care by providing 
medical leaders with the tools and knowledge they need to deliver the best possible outcomes for trauma
patients.” 
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“I am pleased to announce that BWH and Stepping Strong leadership, in collaboration with 
a multidisciplinary team of physicians and scientists, have begun a comprehensive strategic 
planning process to align the Stepping Strong Trauma Center’s research initiatives with 
appropriate DoD funding initiatives.” — pAul AndeRSon, Md, phd, chieF AcAdeMic oFFiceR And

SenioR vice pReSident oF ReSeARch
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The second year of the Gillian Reny Stepping Strong Fund has seen much progress, thanks 
to generous support, from the runners who spread awareness and raised funds for us, to the 
Stepping Strong Innovator Awards Council members who have provided strategic guidance, 
to the engaged BWH community that embraces our vision. We continue to fuel inspired 
investigations in this field through our Stepping Strong Innovator Awards recipients and 
Research Scholars. We are committed to training the next generation of clinicians dedicated 
to improving the lives of patients with traumatic injuries. And we are thrilled to report that our 
initial idea is becoming an institutional priority. We look forward to updating you on the new 
collaborative Stepping Strong Trauma Center as it takes shape in the year ahead. We could not 
have made these remarkable strides without your generosity, and we are incredibly grateful to 
have you by our side.

our sIncere grAtItude
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$1,000,000+
brigham and women’s physicians     
      organization, department of orthopedics
esta gordon epstein and robert epstein
Audrey epstein reny and steven reny

$100,000+
stephanie F. and John p. connaughton
debbie coleman diggins and
      timothy w. diggins
betsy banks epstein and david r. epstein
Jennifer epstein and william Keravuori
seth and beth Klarman Fund, a donor           
      Advised Fund of combined  Jewish     
      philanthropies of greater boston, Inc.
Anne c. Kubik, Md, and Michael A. Krupka
elizabeth and l. guy reny
elinor e. svenson

$50,000+
Anonymous
bill and Joan Alfond Foundation
barbara w. hostetter

$25,000+
Francis x. claro
Kate l. and richard A. doyle/harpoon helps
barbara l. and Michael eisenson
nina s. and david p. Fialkow
Jane reny Frank and stephen Frank
the grousbeck Family Foundation
grousbeck trust

heidi lehner and paul Milbury
robert w. pierce Jr. Family Foundation
stephen goodwin porter, Jr.

$10,000+
Atlantic trust
Jacqueline bell and Aron epstein
lisa and thomas w. blumenthal
Ann w. and donald A. brown
bruner/cott & Associates, Inc.
lee pendergast claro
the edgerley Family Foundation
evans Family Foundation
Mary and John p. Fowler
guttag Family Foundation
elizabeth and Mitchel b. harris, Md
shannon shay hayden and Andrew hayden
Jones lang lasalle
barbara n. Kravitz
Monica and Michael lehner
elizabeth M. and phil h. loughlin
catherine and John Mandile
sarah and dana nielsen
orchard Foundation
lynn McKenna reny and douglas reny
pixley and Kenneth t. schiciano
standard duplicating Machines corporation
stephanie l. brown Foundation
lauren and benjamin svenson
sarah and eric svenson
Mark teden
Jane veron and Andrew Feldstein
watermark donut company
patricia and nicholas d. winton

$5,000+
Kimberly Aeschliman
susie and scott Allen
yuriko and philip Anton
Jessica and shane A. baron
sarah p. and Jeffrey r. beir
boston celtics shamrock Foundation, Inc.
Maribeth and Mark A. brostowski

John w. buoymaster
Amy l. and ethan d’Ablemont burnes
barbara g. and david M. denton
Joyce F. donnellan
Jacalyn and william p. egan
gudrun eriksson and elof eriksson, Md
sheila and howard galligan III
erica gervais and william edward      
      pappendick Iv
beth and Marc goldberg
carol Ann and edwin M. Kania, Jr.
Jill and Jeffrey Karp
Mark s. Klempner, Md
Judith A. and douglas s. Krupp
Anna and richard levitan
M&t charitable Foundation
greta Meszoely and hamid benbrahim
shelly and ofer nemirovsky
new england rehabilitation hospital      
      volunteer Association
Jeryl and stephen M. oristaglio
red & blue Foundation
tracy A. and Michael w. roberge

$2,500+
Anonymous
American endowment Foundation
the beehive
Maura I. connolly and John J. egan
Kathryn M. and timothy J. conway
terry and leslie cutler
Margot and Jonathan davis
cecily and Jason epstein
Image unlimited communications

2015 honor roll (as of February 29, 2016)

To all who have conTribuTed To The Gillian reny STeppinG STronG Fund,  
we oFFer our Sincere ThankS. wiTh your GeneroSiTy, we have raiSed
$6.7 million and counTinG.
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susan and david Fox
Joan F. and david e. genser
nancy Q. and craig b. gibson
carol r. and Avram J. goldberg
glynis, graham, ellie gozigian and
      Kirkham wood, Md
the hall Family
Marcy and geoffrey Kaiser
Joel d. Kaplan
Karen Kiepert
barbara and Alvin Arlen Krakow, dds
lizbeth h. and george Krupp
christopher Mackey
James J. Mcsweeney
Michael J. Mulrenan
Annette and daniel nova
leslie riedel and scott Friend
Kyle rogers
the Jon and Kathy savitz Foundation
Agnes bundy scanlan and John scanlan
the seidner Family
elizabeth s. silverman and
      Jonathan J. goodman
nancy e. and george soule
bonnie and thomas steinbrunner
suffolk construction company, Inc.
rev. Allan b. warren III and
      the parish of the Advent
Maria b. and ronald g. weissman, Md
westin hotel

$1,000+
Anonymous (2)
hamad Al sabah
Jennifer Aldrich
Jennifer Allard
sandra Argote
sara and leonard J. Aronson
resIs
the balser Foundation
Marcy and bruce balter

lisa and Joshua bernstein
elizabeth billings and Family
romilda bischop
Jeanne M. and John blasberg
Kenneth bloom
boxford parent teacher organization Inc.
patricia A. and thomas brennan
british soldiers Fund, Inc.
heidi and Ken brotman
buckingham browne & nichols school
pam cantor and richard barnett
craig carnaroli
ronald g. casty Family Foundation
richard cavo
the chemical club of new england, Inc.
eleanor c. and brian h. chu
the chung Family Foundation
leslie e. and christopher g. church
christine ciotti and robert w. hesslein
Jennifer and william clark

Jane and James cohan
paula e. collins
Andrew constan
Karen and brian conway
sandra and david criss
linda and Allen criss
nancy and Frederick M. cyker
pamela davies and ron Frank
heidi and ralph derbyshire
dodge & cox
Maureen and Kevin donnelly
Anne c. donnelly
Amy doyle
susan drossman and Adam sokoloff
Kimberly A. and dane s. dwyer, phd
Melissa, reni, and lindsay ellis
Kate enroth and dana schmaltz
Jeannette epstein
patience Martin and Kenneth epstein

Margaret and hank erbe
sara and Frederick c. ewald, Md
wesley and Madeline Finch
todd Fisher
Audrey and James Foster
valerie and Mark Friedman
roberta and lloyd gainsboro
Alicia and daniel garvey
henry louis gates, Jr., phd
caren and richard gerszberg
lisi and rob gheewalla
sean gildea
Miriam gladstone
wendy and James gold
the goldie Anna charitable trust
suzanne b. greenberg
leslee and randy greene
barbara w. and steven grossman
Mary and david grossman
barbara gutman
rebecca and eric g. halvorson, Md
Fiona and gordon hamersley
the hassenfeld Foundation
tina and pierre hayward
diane hessan
deborah l. hiatt and Matthew epstein
Maxine and Jacques hugon
nicole Jensen
elizabeth l. Johnson
Katy Jordan and daniel werzanski, Md
sarah and Amrit Kanwal
wendy and Martin s. Kaplan
susan and Jay h. Kaufman, Md
Kimberly and Joshua Keravuori
osman Khan
donald and Karen Kiepert
Jane larrow
Andrew levine
ruth and John w. littlechild
lyons Family Foundation Inc.
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$1,000+ (cont.)
elizabeth and christopher b. Madison
elizabeth reny Maxted and george Maxted 
erin e. Mcdonough and James lippie
sean M. Mcdonough
Mcgladrey & pullen, llp
Joanne Melikian-cate and earl M. cate
Katey Mirch
Morrison Mahoney, llp
tracey and gregory s. Morzano
philip s. Moser
Jessica and charles Myer
denise K. and steven A. nachmanoff
ellen and george needham Fund
corinne M. and tim noyes
the o’herron Family Foundation
betsy palmer and tom reilly
Kimberly and greg pappas
shelley and Jeffrey M. parker
Jatin patel
suellen and Andre F. perold
cristina and Jeff peters
roland J. pfender
Kate phillips
Kristene pierce
Margaret pierce
ross pierce

Jennifer and thomas pincince
david poorvu
elizabeth and carl prindle
the putnam Family
paula and Michael g. rantz
regan communications group
bernadette rehnert
gillian reny
Mark s. reny

timothy g. reny
nancy and david reny
patricia and charles ribakoff
laura and david ross
susan and glenn rothman
eve s. and Jonathan l. rounds
nancy and robert rubin
nancy rubin
Julie and Ken Saffir
Jocelyn and david F. sand
Marcy sandler and James t. Janover
william r. sapers
thomas M. schaefer
susan and stephen scherr
scott schumacher
orlando c. severo, Jr.
Meredith shachoy
carol b. sharp
deborah and James sharpe
connie and Joseph F. shay
lauren essex sherman
david & lyn silfen Foundation, Inc.
Alan d. & susan lewis solomont Family 
Foundation
speakeasy group lp
sara and Jamie star and Family
the starr Family
Julie M. starr-duker and Jay s. duker, Md
barbara and Michael stedman*
eric c. stein
Kerry n. and brendan J. swords
lynn r. and edwin taff
sandra and tony tamer
temple emunah, Inc.
gregory r. tobey
Kate traynor
leslie b. and walter w. tsui
Anne tucci
Michael tucci
Ann wagenhals and peter p. chen
Jane and richard wagman
Jill wilkins and Jonathan Kaplan
Karen and patrick williams
cc yin
bracebridge h. young, Jr.
Molly Zuccaro

In-KInd gIFts
the beehive Marathon day Fundraiser
buckingham browne & nichols
      school Fundraisers
boston ballet Fundraiser
boston celebrity chefs Auction
      (Jennifer epstein)
Boston Celtics Shamrock Foundation
boston strong, boston proud record sales     
      (carol hamblet Adams)
cyc studio charity ride (duvine cycling &    
      Adventure co. / cyc Fitness boston)
the day boston stood still book sales
      (Josh london photography)
equinox boston Marathon Fundraiser 
harpoon / Mass bay brewing company
harvard softball team
In honor of vivien Keravuori’s bat Mitzvah
Marathon sports
new balance
nix’s Mate Marathon Fundraiser
proex physical therapy Fundraiser
soulcycle chestnut hill
      (carol b. sharp, patricia winton)
spofford pond school Fundraisers
      (boxford parent teacher organization Inc.)
starwood hotels Invitational golf tournament
In Memory of Michael stedman
storyville club night (the speakeasy group)
sweet cupcakes Marathon Fundraiser
      (sweet bakery)
winston Flowers

stepping strong is grateful to all the runners who ran on our behalf in 2015, including members of the b.A.A. 5K team, 
the boston Marathon team, and the new balance Falmouth road race team. In addition, we thank the organizations and 
individuals who donated spaces and other services in support of these runners’ individual fundraising efforts.

*deceased
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Terry McGowan
Assistant Vice President
Institutional Research
tmcgowan@partners.org or 617-424-4316

Development Office 
116 Huntington Avenue, Third Floor
Boston, MA 02116
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